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Abstract—In lithium-ion battery system for hybrid electric ve-
hicle, charge equalizer is essential to enhance the battery life cycle
and safety. However, for a large number of battery cells, a conven-
tional equalizer has the difficulty of individual cell balancing and
the implementation size problem as well as the cost. Moreover, it
shows high voltage stress of electrical elements in the equalization
converter due to the high voltage of battery pack. To improve these
drawbacks, this paper proposes a modularized two-stage charge
equalizer with cell selection switches. The proposed circuit em-
ploys the two-stage dc–dc converter to reduce the voltage stress
of equalization converter. Contrary to conventional method, the
proposed equalizer can achieve the individual cell balancing only
through the cell selection switches. With the two-stage converter
and the cell selection switches, the proposed equalizer leads to the
great size reduction with lower cost which brings advancement
of individual cell balancing in a large number of battery cells. In
this paper, a prototype for 88 lithium-ion battery cells is optimally
designed and implemented. Experimental results are presented to
verify that the proposed equalization method has a good cell bal-
ancing performance showing the low voltage stress and small size
with the lower cost.

Index Terms—Charge equalizer, hybrid electric vehicle (HEV),
lithium-ion battery.

I. INTRODUCTION

MANY countries are taking steps to cut the greenhouse
gas emissions. Especially, autoemission standards are

getting stricter to follow; furthermore, they will force vehicles
to become more fuel efficient. With these demands, an elec-
tric vehicle (EV) and a hybrid EV (HEV) have attracted more
strong attentions for fuel economy and eco-friendly vehicle by
automakers, governments, and customers [1], [2]. Compared
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to the conventional vehicle, an HEV needs a large number of
batteries connected in series for driving electronic motors [3].
These batteries can be recharged energy from wheels during
regenerative braking, an energy source that was wasted in the
past, and reuse it to propel the vehicle at low speeds or boost
extra power required in high acceleration [4], [5]. This repeated
charge and discharge can cause the charge imbalance among the
battery cells because the batteries have inevitable differences in
chemical and electrical characteristics, such as the difference of
manufacture, mismatched ambient temperature, and asymmetri-
cal cell degradation with aging [7]–[10]. The charge imbalance
will decrease the total storage capacity and the whole life cycle
of the battery [9], [10]. Hence, charge equalization for a series-
connected battery string is necessary to maintain the storage
capacity and extended battery lifetime.

Currently, rechargeable lithium-ion batteries are under the
consideration of an HEV application because they have been
showing good characteristics such as a high energy density, a
high single-cell voltage, and a low self-discharge rate. With
these benefits, lithium-ion battery comes into the spotlight to
the future of vehicles market [6]. However, the lithium-ion
battery requires careful management because of the battery’s
chemistry that cannot withstand overcharged state due to the
high risk of explosion. Furthermore, an undercharged battery
cell can reduce life cycle of the battery cell [7]–[9]. Therefore,
an individual equalization of the battery charge must be pro-
vided to prevent any of single cells from over or undercharged
stage.

Charge equalization methods for a series-connected battery
string have been presented in [10]–[21] and well summarized
in [22]. As shown in Fig. 1, these equalizers can be classified into
two categories according to the control types: centralized control
and cell control. The centralized control equalizer shows a sim-
ple structure and a low cost implementation. However, one of the
centralized controls such as switched capacitor method shows
the prolonged equalization time caused by a cell-to-cell energy
shift [10], [11]. The secondary multiple winding also includes
the difficulty of implementing a multiple secondary winding
in a single transformer [12], [13]. The cell control equalizer
has the merit of good equalization performance compared to the
centralized-control-based equalizer [14]–[21]. The resistive cur-
rent shunt is one of the cell control equalizers [14]. This method
is an attractive equalization method due to easy implementa-
tion and low cost. However, the energy dissipation and heat
problem are critical drawbacks in high power application such
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Fig. 1. Classification of conventional battery equalizers.

as an HEV. Other cell control equalizers allocate the sepa-
rated dc–dc converter to each cell for the individual cell bal-
ancing. These methods show high performance of cell balanc-
ing and easy control of equalization current; still it has also
weak points such as control complexity and implementation cost
[15]–[21].

Based on the fact that more than 50 batteries are stacked in
series for an HEV, each control category can be divided into two
parts according to energy transfer type: cell to cell and pack to
cell. In case of cell to cell, each cell should have an individual
converter to transfer the balancing energy from normal cells
to unbalanced cell. This type cannot be directly applied to a
large number of battery cells due to an implementation size and
cost. Hence, it should employ the modularized concept of the
battery string such that an additional balancing circuit for mod-
ular battery stacks is needed in overall equalization system [19].
Compare to the cell-to-cell type, pack-to-cell equalization type
shows effective balancing performance without an additional
modular balancing. It transfers the balancing energy from over-
all battery to unbalanced cell. However, this type has the voltage
stress problem of dc–dc converters due to the high voltage of
overall battery pack.

To improve these defects, this paper proposes a modularized
two-stage charge equalizer. The principle of the proposed work
is that the equalization energy from the battery pack moves to
the target battery cell through the two-stage dc–dc converters
and cell selection switches. The two-stage converters can re-
duce the voltage stress of the proposed equalizer in spite of the
pack-to-cell equalization type. The cell selection switches bring
forth the advancement of individual cell balancing despite not
to use the dedicated converter per each cell. It simply makes
the equalization current path between the dc–dc converter and
the unbalanced cell. With this configuration, the size and cost
problem of the battery equalizer is effectively solved and the
individual equalization performance can be easily satisfied.

In this paper, a prototype of 88 lithium-ion battery cells em-
ploying the proposed method is optimally designed and im-
plemented. In addition, compared with the equalizer presented
in [16]–[19], reduction of used components and controller sim-
plicity is shown for 88 cells. The experimental results are pre-
sented to verify that the proposed method has excellent cell bal-
ancing performance showing the low voltage stress and small
size with the lower cost.

Fig. 2. Modular concept of the proposed equalizer.

II. PROPOSED CHARGE EQUALIZER

The proposed equalizer using the battery modularization is
shown in Fig. 2 with comparing to the conventional equalizer.
Conventional equalizer is used for one battery string; still pro-
posed equalizer is for divided module unit of battery strings. In
the proposed work, let the whole battery string be tied up with
the number of M group, which include the number of K cells.
In addition, the proposed scheme has the sharing connection
of dc–dc converters. One single converter share with multiple
module converters; moreover the module converter holds each
battery in common. With this modular concept, we can use the
electronic device, which has a low voltage stress as well as easy
implementation of balancing circuit [23], [24].

Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the proposed charge equal-
izer applied to M∗K battery cells. The proposed equalizer con-
sists of three parts: the first-stage dc–dc converter, the second-
stage dc–dc converter, and selection switch modules. The first-
stage converter steps down from high voltage of battery pack to
low voltage level. This stage is simply implemented by using the
conventional flyback converter. The main work of this stage is
to supply equalization power to the second-stage modules. The
second-stage converter constructed in each module makes the
charging current. The second stage is also implemented by the
flyback converter. Lastly, the selection switch module consists
of the bidirectional switches to make a current path between
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the proposed two-stage charge equalizer.

second-stage dc–dc converter and the selected battery cell. The
key features of the proposed equalizer are as follows.

1) Easy implementation of the electronic devices can be
achieved when a battery string is modularized into plenty
of module batteries.

2) In contrast to the allocation of a complete dc–dc converter
to each cell [16]–[19], the modular dc–dc converter, which
is called as the second-stage converter, is shared by the
modularized cells, leads to the great size reduction for the
number of dc–dc converters.

3) A common dc–dc converter is connected in parallel with
each modular converter, which it can step-down the high
voltage from overall battery stack to low voltage with the
input voltage of second-stage converter.

4) Similar to the method that is described in [16], individual
equalization can be achieve when the cell selection switch
can route the equalization current to the lowest voltage
cell. In addition, the independent operation process in each
module makes the cell balancing more effective.

III. OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLES

The proposed charge equalizer transfers the equalization cur-
rent from the overall battery string into the selected cell. In

Fig. 4. System configuration of the proposed charge equalizer.

this process, the battery control system is required to operate
each electrical device, such as the cell voltage sensing circuit,
the charge equalizer, and battery controller. Fig. 4 shows the
system configuration of the proposed equalizer scheme. In this
system, the proposed equalizer employs a battery management
controller (BMC) with voltage sensing circuitry. The BMC col-
lects the sensing data from the voltage sensing circuit. In the
sensing circuit, the cell voltage is transferred into a flying ca-
pacitor through a switching block. The BMC reads the voltage
of flying capacitor, which is converted by an analog-to-digital
converter. After reading the cell voltage, the BMC determines
the operation of the charge equalization. Then, it drives the
charge equalizer with three consecutive steps.

Before describing these three steps, it is assumed that the
second battery of the third module, B3,2 , is undercharged. Thus,
the cell selection switches, S3,2a and S3,2b , are turned ON be-
fore the operation of the dc–dc converter. In this process, the
cell selection switch is kept ON during the cell balancing time.
Furthermore, this selection switch is driven with two level sig-
nals, such as logical high and logical low signal. The following
assumptions are made.

1) The MOSFET switches are ideal except for their internal
body diode. Furthermore, the rectifier diodes of the dc–dc
converter are ideal.

2) Two-stage dc–dc converters are operated as the ideal cur-
rent source in steady state.
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3) All of the selection switches, S3,2a and S3,2b , are modeled
as short path when they are turned ON and modeled as
open path when they are turned OFF.

4) The six batteries, B2,k 3 , B2,k 2 , B2,k 1 , B3,1 , B3,2 , and
B3,3 , each have a constant voltage.

Step 1: When the BMC turns ON the bidirectional switches,
S3,2a and S3,2b , with BMC command, the first step
starts. In this step, the current path for B3,2 is con-
structed. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the charge current
can flow into B3,2 through this current path.

Step 2: After completely turn-ON of the bidirectional
switches, the second-stage dc–dc converter is driven
by the BMC. As a result, this second-stage converter
is now coupled with B3,2 , as shown in Fig. 5(b). In this
mode, although the second-stage converter operates,
the equalization current does not flow into the selected
cell. This is because the first stage is not turned ON,
such that the second stage has no input power yet.

Step 3: In this mode, the first-stage dc–dc converter is turned
ON by the BMC. This stage transfers the equalization
current from the battery stack to the input terminal of
the second-stage converter. Therefore, by collaborat-
ing with the second-stage dc–dc converter and the
selection switches, the first-stage converter can pro-
vide the equalization current to the undercharged cell,
B3,2 , as shown in Fig. 5(c).

In the proposed circuit, a bidirectional switch for cell selection
consists of a pair of MOSFET switches, as shown in Fig. 6(a).
These switches should demand simple control and small size to
apply to many battery cells. Hence, the MOSFET switches are
attractive to adapt the selection switch because it can be eas-
ily integrated as small-size component. In this switch structure,
there are two kinds of techniques to turn ON the bidirectional
switch. As shown in Fig. 6(b), an P-channel MOSFET switch
for B1,1 can be turned ON by using the optocouplers, Q1,1a and
Q1,1b . A turn-ON source of the MOSFET comes from the lower
layer batteries B1,1 , B1,2 , B1,3 , and B1,4 . This P-channel MOS-
FET switches are only used for two cells of the first module,
B1,1 and B1,2 . On the other hand, a N-channel MOSFET switch
for B1,4 can be turned ON by using the optocouplers, Q1,4a and
Q1,4b , as shown in Fig. 6(c). Its turn-ON source comes from
the upper layer batteries, B1,1 , B1,2 , B1,3 , and B1,4 . With this
turn-ON circuit, we can achieve the self-driven procedure for
turning ON a MOSFET switches without an auxiliary turn-ON
source.

IV. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

A. Optimal Power Rating Design Guide

This section presents the optimal power rating design guide
for a charge equalizer. The power rating of an equalization circuit
relates closely with the equalization time; again, the higher the
power rating, the shorter the equalization time. The power rating
is also related with the size of the circuit. Hence, we employ
a way of determining the power rating while achieving cell
balance within the desired equalization time [19], [20].

Fig. 5. Operational principles of the proposed circuit. (a) Step 1. (b) Step 2.
(c) Step 3.

Before presenting the power rating design guide, we firstly
introduce a modeling of the lithium-ion battery. Fig. 7 shows
an example of a battery modeling [19]. In this figure, the open-
circuit voltage is plotted according to state of charge (SOC)
of a lithium-ion 7 Ah battery. The dot symbol represents the
experimental results in range of 10% to 90% according to the
SOC. The solid line is the linear approximation of those. The
SOC corresponds to the stored battery charge that is available for
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Fig. 6. Cell selection switches base on MOSFET. (a) Structure of cell se-
lection switches. (b) Turn-ON procedure of P-channel MOSFET. (c) Turn-ON
procedure of N-channel MOSFET.

doing work, relative to the open-circuit voltage. This modeling
is used for the design guide, not appealing to estimate the battery
SOC in the proposed work. The battery charge/discharge current
control is based on the SOC information [25]–[27].

In power rating design, the following notations are very
useful.

1) Qn (t): charge quantity of the nth cell at time t.

Fig. 7. Linear modeling according to the state of charge for 7 Ah lithium-ion
battery.

2) Vn (t): voltage of the nth cell at time t.
3) Iin , Iout : constant input current and output current of the

equalizer.
4) IN : net current between input current and output current

(Iout − Iin ).
5) Pin (t), Pout(t): input power and output power of the equal-

izer at time t.
6) Pin,avg , Pout,avg : average input power and average output

power of the equalizer.
7) η: efficiency of a dc–dc converter.
The proposed charge equalizer is applied to the lithium-ion

battery string of N cells, where only first cell is assumed to
be undercharged. To obtain the optimal power rating for this
environment of the battery string, the following simultaneous
equations should be satisfied:

1
N − 1

N∑

n=2

Qn (teq) = Q1(teq) (1)

Pout,avg = ηPin,avg (2)

where the left side of (1) is the average charge quantity of the
overall batteries except the undercharged cell at equalization
time teq , and the right side is the charge quantity of the un-
dercharged battery cell at equalization time teq . Equation (2)
indicates the relation between the average input power and the
average output power of the proposed converter with efficiency
of η. The average input power means the equalization energy
which is extracted from the whole battery cells, and the aver-
age output power means the equalization energy which flows
into the undercharged cell. Furthermore, the amount of average
charge remained in the undercharged cell, Q1(t), and average
input and output power of the equalizer, Pin,avg and Pout,avg ,
are given , respectively, by

Q1(t) = Q1(0) + IN teq = Q1(0) + (Iout − Iin) · teq (3)
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Pout,avg =
1

teq

∫ te q

0
pout(τ)dτ =

1
t

∫ t

0
v1(τ)Ioutdτ

=
(

v1(0) +
1

2C
(Iout − Iin)teq

)
Iout (4)

Pin,avg =
1

teq

∫ te q

0
pin(τ)dτ

=
1
t

∫ t

0
(v1(τ) +

N∑

n=2

vn (τ))Iindτ

=

(
N∑

n=1

vn (0) +
1

2C
(Iout − N · Iin)teq

)
Iin (5)

where C is capacitance of the 7 Ah lithium-ion battery. In this
method, the average power is taken into consideration because
the cell voltages can change during the equalization time.

By substituting (3)–(5) into (1) and (2), and by solving (1) and
(2) jointly, we can obtain the relationship between equalization
time teq and input current Iin as follows:

teq =
C

Iin

(
1
N

N∑

n=1

vn (0) +
√

α

)

α =

(
1
N

N∑

n=1

vn (0)

)2

− 1
ηN

⎛

⎝
(

1
N − 1

N∑

n=2

vn (0)

)2

− (v1(0))2

⎞

⎠ . (6)

From (3) and (6), the relationship between the equalization
time and the equalization net current into the undercharged cell
IN can be given by

teq =
C

IN

[ (
1

N − 1

N∑

n=2

vn (0) − v1(0)

)

−
(

1
N

N∑

n=1

vn (0) +
√

α

) ]
. (7)

With the analysis in the above, the simulation results of the
power rating design for 88 cells can be achieved as shown in
Fig. 8. In these results, it is assumed that only one cell is un-
dercharged and an SOC difference between the undercharged
cell and the other cells is 10%. Moreover, the efficiency of the
proposed equalizer is temporarily assumed to be 50%, 60%,
and 70%. The equalization time is plotted in relation to the
input current of the equalizer and the net current into the un-
dercharged cell. From the simulation results, we know that the
shorter equalization time will be taken for the higher input cur-
rent of equalizer and also the higher net current. In addition,
the higher efficiency of equalizer takes the smaller input cur-
rent. As one design example, to obtain charge balance within
100 min, input current of approximately 0.011 A is required at
50% efficiency. Then, the net equalization current is 0.45 A.

Fig. 8. Simulation results of the optimal power rating design under an SOC
difference of 10%. (a) Equalization time versus input current. (b) Equalization
time versus net current.

B. Power Circuit Design Guide

Power converter for proposed equalizer requires a reliable
circuit designs because input and output power is connected
to the lithium-ion battery. Moreover, electrical components for
dc–dc converter needs to consider a system size and has enough
voltage and current stress margin. As shown in Fig. 9, the pro-
posed equalizer uses a flyback dc–dc converter, which is the
simplest circuit among the isolation-type converters. For the
proposed system, a flyback converter requires (discrete current
mode (DCM) operation. In DCM, current overshoot, switching
loss, and RF interference are preferred over continuous current
mode (CCM) due to the blocking of the problem of reverse
recovery in rectifier diode. A flyback converter with DCM op-
eration can accomplish higher reliability and simplicity of the
converter for proposed system.

According to the high input voltage such as HEV battery
pack, design consideration of first-stage converter is to obtain
the maximum duty ratio Dmax for main switch Q1 , under the
safety range of voltage stress. The converter guarantees DCM
operation at the full-load condition, which is charge equalization
with four cells at the same time. In this condition, it is assumed
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Fig. 9. Power converter for proposed equalizer. (a) First-stage converter. (b)
Second-stage converter.

that maximum input power is 12 W at converter efficiency of
80%. Maximum duty ratio for main switch Q1 is given by

Dmax =
Vds nom − Vin max

Vds min + Vds nom − Vin max
(8)

where Vin min and Vin max are minimum and maximum voltage
for battery pack, respectively. Vds min is minimum voltage stress
of main switch. Voltage stress of main switch Vds nom should
guarantee more than 30% margin of maximum drain–source
voltage. From the results of (8), we can calculate the transformer
inductance. The desired inductance Lm can be obtained by

Lm =
(Vin minDmax)2

2Pinf
(9)

where the input power Pin is 12 W and switching frequency f is
100 kHz. By using the duty ratio condition and output voltage
Vo , the turn ratio of flyback transformer n can be determined as
follows:

n =
N1

N2
=

Vin minDmax

(Vo + Vf )(1 − Dmax)
(10)

where Vf is the forward voltage of rectifier diode.
In the second-stage converter, it is required for constant power

to battery load without complex control scheme. Hence, the
second-stage converter requires that the fixed duty ratio and
DCM operation should be guaranteed under minimum battery
voltage Vb min . At this condition, inductance and turn ratio of
flyback transformer are obtained by (9) and (10), where Vin min
is the output voltage of the first stage and Vo is the minimum
battery voltage, Vb min . As shown in Fig. 10, when the MOSFET
switch Q2 is turned ON during fixed time DTs , the input power
build up with constant value under condition of constant input
voltage Vin2 . Hence, the output current Iout can be limited with
increasing battery voltage Vb due to constant input power. It
makes the boundary condition of maximum charge current for
safe converter operation.

Fig. 10. Current waveform of the second-stage converter.

The cell selection switches are related to the number of di-
vided module unit. If the number of battery module is decreased
to minimize the number of modular power converter, voltage
stress of selection switches will be increased. Hence, we de-
signed minimum number of module unit under the low voltage
stress of cell selection switches. The voltage stress of MOS-
FET switch has a relationship with the component size and cost.
The voltage stress equation for selection switches Vstress can be
given by

Vstress =
(

Nc

Nm
− 1

)
Vb max (11)

where Nc and Nm are the number of battery string and battery
module, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. In (11), Vb max indi-
cates maximum voltage of battery cell. In proposed system for
88 lithium-ion battery cells, the number of modules to be de-
signed should be more than eight with a 50% margin of voltage
stress.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To show the feasibility of the proposed modularized two-stage
equalizer, a prototype for 88 lithium-ion cells was implemented.
In practical HEV battery pack, battery system size is the most
important factor because the practical size of the battery pack
is limited by the number of battery cells. Therefore, the proto-
type of the proposed work mainly considers the advancement
of size reduction compared to a prototype work of conventional
method. Fig. 11(a) shows the photograph of the prototype using
conventional scheme presented in [19]. As shown in Fig. 11(a),
the conventional circuit occupies the single board size of
140 mm × 110 mm; each board takes care of 24 cells without
the voltage sensing circuit. For 88 lithium-ion cells, it should
be realized with four boards. Furthermore, the conventional cir-
cuit has 11 modular dc–dc converters and 88 individual dc–dc
converters per each cell. Contrary to the conventional method,
the proposed circuit shows the smaller size with lower num-
ber of dc–dc converters. Fig. 11(b) shows the photograph of
the prototype using proposed scheme. For 88 cells, the pro-
posed equalizer is realized with two boards; thus, each board
takes care of 44 cells. With the modularization concept, it has
8 modules, which include the number of 11 cells. The proposed
balancing circuit occupies the single board size of 100 mm ×
170 mm. In this prototype board, the balancing circuit and the
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Fig. 11. Photograph of an implemented engineering prototype for 88 lithium-
ion battery cell. (a) Conventional equalizer circuit. (b) Proposed equalizer
circuit.

battery control circuit are implemented on the same board, as
shown in Fig. 11(b). The proposed circuit uses small number of
dc–dc converters with one first-stage dc–dc converter and eight
second-stage dc–dc converters. Moreover, we implemented the
second-stage converter by applying the low power rating design
presented in Section IV, i.e., the output power is designed to
be approximately 2 W = 4 V ∗ 0.5 A. Table I summarizes the
parameters of the prototype. One set of experimental parame-
ters presents the first stage of dc–dc converter, and another set
shows the second stage of dc–dc converter in each module. The
selection switches are also included in Table I.

Fig. 12 shows the experimental waveform of the first- and
second-stage dc–dc converter. In the first-stage converter, in-
put voltage is 340 V, which is the stack voltage of 88 battery
cells. The output voltage is regulated about 10 V. This voltage
of 10 V is similar to the power level of battery control system
with a 12 V lead acid battery [19]. The efficiency of the first
stage is approximately 82%. The first-stage converter has high
voltage stress of the MOSFET switch of about 725 V due to high
input voltage of the converter. In the second-stage converter, in-
put voltage is 10 V and the output current is about 0.52 A. The
measured efficiency of the second-stage converter is approxi-
mately 75% including the conduction loss of the cell selection
switches. As shown in Fig. 12(b), the maximum voltage stress at
the MOSFET switches does not exceed 37 V, even in the voltage

TABLE I
PARAMETER OF THE PROTOTYPE

Fig. 12. Experimental waveforms of the two-stage dc–dc converter.(a) First
stage. (b) Second stage.

spikes. These results confirm that the second-stage converter has
desirable features, such as low voltage stress.

To show the cell balancing performance of the proposed
charge equalizer, we conducted an equalization test for 88 cells.
The battery control circuit deals with the estimation of the bat-
tery SOC for the proposed work. The battery SOC distribution
for test environments is summarized in Table II. The test shows
two types of balancing test. First test is for two unbalanced
cells, B3,3 and B6,5 , which have the equalization procedure at
the same time. Since these batteries are in different module
for each other, each module can make parallel process of cell
balancing. Another test shows the single-cell equalization with
large SOC difference between the maximum voltage cell and the
undercharged cell. The SOC of the most undercharged cell, B3,2
is 35.87%, and the SOC of the maximum voltage cell is 47.7%;
thus, SOC difference is approximately 11.8%. In this test, the
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TABLE II
SOC DISTRIBUTION OF THE LITHIUM-ION BATTERY CELLS

BMC control process is as follows: the BMC detects lower SOC
cells than a given SOC, and then it drives the equalizer circuit.
A given SOC is related to the average SOC of battery pack.
In the proposed work, the equalizer is operated at the battery
condition of 10% of SOC difference in idle battery pack. The
cell balancing test begins when the SOC difference of specific
cell shows more than 10% compared to the average SOC. If the
undercharged cells are in different module, the modules with
the undercharged cell operate at the same time. This equalizer
charges the undercharged cell until the programmed equaliza-
tion time. The equalization time for the battery charge comes
from the simulation result, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 13(a) shows the equalization results of two targets cell,
25th cell and 71th cell, within different module for each other.
Two undercharged cells begin to charge at the same time. After
28 minutes, the 25th cell terminates the cell balancing. However,
the 71th cell keeps operating during 55 min due to the lowest
voltage of the 71th cell. From these results, we know that longer
equalization time will be taken for the lower SOC level of target
cell. Fig. 13(b) shows the balancing performance of single cell
with large SOC difference. After the BMC drives the equalizer
during 100 min, charge balance is achieved. The SOC difference
decrease from the 11.8% to approximately 1%, which value is
equivalent to approximately 6 mV. The net equalization current
is measured to 0.49 A. It is noted that this experimental results
are very similar to the simulation results, as shown in Fig. 7.

Table III shows a comparative study of the proposed equalizer.
This study focuses on the implementation problem, balancing
performance, and control complexity. Note that the number of
batteries is assumed to be 88 cells. In addition, the system size
and cost criteria are evaluated by the number of electronic com-
ponents.

When we compare with centralized control and cell control
method, centralized methods have small size, as shown in Ta-
ble III. However, as mentioned previously, the balancing perfor-
mance of these methods has a long equalization time. Especially,
if the voltage difference between cells is getting smaller and
smaller, the balancing performance can be decreased rapidly.
To show this problem, we conducted an equalization test for 7

Fig. 13. Results of cell equalization test for 88 lithium-ion battery cells. (a)
Two cell balancing test. (b) Single-cell balancing test.

Ah lithium-ion battery. As shown in Fig. 14, cell balancing is
not achieved after a long charge equalization time; equalization
speed is decreased while the difference of cell voltage is de-
creased. From these equalization results, the proposed charge
equalizer has the advantages of high balancing performance. As
shown in Table III, the proposed work also reduces the number
of electric component in dc–dc converters because the dedicated
dc–dc converter per each cell is replaced by a common dc–dc
converter and the cell selection switches. In spite of many se-
lection switches, overall size and cost of the proposed circuit
does not increase because these switches can use low power
rating MOSFET with small package size. Still, in the proposed
circuit, many MOSFET switches for cell selection switches can
be weak point of system reliability. If some of the switches show
the wrong operation due to the switching fault, whole operation
of equalization system can fail in worst case. To minimize this
problem, proposed work constructed switch blocks with each
module in order to reduce the whole influence when specific
batteries become a problem in series circuit. Only through ex-
changing the modular switch block if there is a switch problem,
the whole system can ensure its operation. In order to advance
this system, switch block is needed to make an IC method with
each module for increasing its reliability.
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TABLE III
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE PROPOSED EQUALIZER FOR 88 BATTERY CELLS

Fig. 14. Comparative results of cell equalization test. (a) Switched capacitor
method. (b) Multiple-winding method.

From this comparative study, we conclude that the proposed
equalizer can be used for an equalization system that requires
a good cell balancing performance, simple control scheme, and
small size with lower cost.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the modularized two-stage charge equalizer with
cell selection switches was proposed. The proposed method was
specifically implemented for a very long battery string of 88
cells; the type of string that is used for an HEV application.
The design consideration, the comparison study with previous
contributions, and the cell balancing performance for 88 cells
have been also presented. The proposed scheme shows the low
voltage stress of the electronic devices and easy implementa-
tion by using the modularized two-stage dc–dc converter. In
addition, with sharing connection of dc–dc converter and cell
selection switches, the proposed equalizer solves the size prob-
lem of equalizer implementation for a large number of battery
cells. Experimental results on 88 lithium-ion battery systems
demonstrate that the proposed circuit has outstanding equal-
ization performance and small implementation size. Therefore,
the proposed equalizer can be widely used for a high stack of
lithium-ion battery cells in an HEV.
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